
Spring blues - turn those frowns upside 
down 

Shower. Not a bath, a shower. Use water as hot or cold as 

you like. You don’t even need to wash. Just get in under the 

water and let it run over you for a while. Sit on the floor if 

you have to. 

Moisturise everything. Use whatever lotion you like. 

Unscented? Fancy 48-hour lotion that makes you smell like 

a field of wildflowers? Use whatever you want and use it all 

over your entire dermis.  

Put on clean, comfortable clothes.  

Drink cold water. Use ice. If you want, add some mint or 

lemon for an extra boost.  

Clean something. Doesn’t have to be anything big. 

Organise one drawer of a desk. Wash five dirty plates. Do a 

load of laundry. Scrub the bathroom sink. 

Blast music. Listen to something upbeat and loud, 

something that’s got lots of energy. Sing to it, dance to it, 

even if you suck at both. 

Make food. Don’t just grab a granola bar to munch. Take 

the time and make food; it tastes way better and you’ll feel 

like you accomplished something.  

Make something. Write a short story or a poem, draw a 

picture, colour a picture, fold origami, crochet or knit, sculpt 

something out of clay, anything artistic. Even if you don’t 

think you’re good at it. Create.  

Go outside. Take a walk. Sit in the grass. Look at the clouds. 

Smell flowers. Put your hands in the dirt and feel the soil 

against your skin. 

Call someone. Call a loved one, a friend, a family member, 

call a chat service if you have no one else to call. Talk to a 

stranger on the street. Have a conversation and listen to 

someone’s voice. If you can’t bring yourself to call, text or 

email, just have some social interaction with another 

person. Even if you don’t say much, listen to them. It helps.  

Cuddle your pets if you have them/can cuddle them. Take 

pictures of them. Talk to them. Tell them how you feel, 

about your favourite movie, a new game coming out, 

anything.  

It may seem small or silly to some, but this list keeps people 

smiling and positive. 
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Fun Fact! 

The medical term for ice cream headaches 

is sphenopalatine ganglioneuralgia.  

Brain freeze - totally worth it!! 

Your ability to create the reality that you want is directly 

determined by your willingness to experience its 

opposite.  

 Saving money will have you feeling broke while it’s 

actually making you rich.  

 Setting boundaries will have you feeling alone while 

you’re creating new healthy relationships in your life.  

 Digging up your trauma will have you feeling broken 

while it’s actually healing you.  

 Working out has you feeling weak while it’s really 

making you strong.  

 Learning something new makes you feel dumb while 

it’s making you more intelligent. 

Your ability to attain the thing that you want is directly 

correlated with how willing you are to experience its 

opposite. You have to be ok with being uncomfortable to 

truly achieve success! You got this ❤ 
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Living in an imperfect world means we will always be exposed to heartache, tragedies and negativity. 

Unfortunately, as humans we tend to focus on the bad and disregard good.  

While it’s important to be aware of what’s going on in the world, it’s even more important for our 

mental health to learn how to stay positive and fight adversity in these trying times.  

Doomscrolling 
Doomscrolling is incessantly scrolling through bottomless doom-and-gloom newsfeeds for hours on 

end, even though the news is saddening, disheartening or depressing. Staying informed is important 

but being overwhelmed by tragedy serves no purpose. Small changes can really make a big 

difference in your day, and help project positivity into the world. Here are some examples: 

Healthy boundaries / news diet: Stop push notifications on news alerts and read at your own pace. 

Break the cycle with positivity: Bookmark social media sites that 

make you feel good. Highlight positive news (someone helping/

kindness) in a media story. Get inspired to do something to help. 

Time to sleep: Spending too much time scrolling late at night will 

affect your mood and your sleep. 60 minutes before bed, put your 

phone down and pick up a book, meditate, or simply do nothing! 

And remember you are not alone in this struggle against relentless 

bad news.  

Staying positive for the children 
Good eye contact and a warm tone in your voice send positive signals to the brain. Words and delivery are equally 

important when parents are engaged in conversations in front of children. And, of course, one of the best ways to 

encourage our kids to become positive thinkers is by modeling it ourselves. Here are some ways to help children stay 

positive: 

Make a wall of love: Love messages for family to look at and add to every day!  

Bubbles: A great way to help regulate breathing if feeling overwhelmed and 

anxious. Bubbles can also be popped to use some pent up frustration and a 

great distraction technique.  

A worry monster/worry doll: A good tool for talking through any worries 

or concerns without having to be directly face to face. 

Positive language clearly shows children what you want them to stop doing 

and what you’d like for them to do instead, in a gentle way. There’s no confusion of your 

expectations of their behavior. When you put more thought into your reactions, you give 

children clear guidance, without making them confused or feel bad about themselves.  
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Using positive language alternatives  

• No jumping on the couch  –> Please sit on your bottom on the couch 

• Don’t cut your hair  –> Scissors are for cutting paper 

• Don’t touch your sister  –> Do keep your hands to yourself 

• Don’t take her toys  –> Can you please find something else to play with until she’s done? 

• Stop yelling  –> Please use your inside voice 

• No throwing balls in the house  –> You can take the ball outside to play if you’d like 

• Stop whining  –> Please use your words so I can hear you 

• No hitting  –> Please use gentle hands 

• Don’t even think about running, I’m watching you!  –> I’m so glad to see you 

remembering to walk safely down the hall 

• Don’t climb on the table  –> Please keep your feet on the floor 

• Stop throwing sand  –> Would you like to fill this bucket with sand? 
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BB4K Positive Kids Page 
Springy children’s arts and crafts to keep all ages amused.  
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Paper 

aeroplane 

targets 

Enjoy 

whether 

they work 

or not!  

No more crying over spilt 

bubbles! 

Use eggshells to grow egg 

cress heads  
A box of chalk and let your 

imaginations go wild!  
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Mindfulness 

Mindfulness is the process of purposely bringing your attention to the 

present moment to help calm your body and mind. 

Practicing mindfulness helps us tune out of distractions and tune into 

ourselves, feelings, and the present moment. 

If you’re sensitive to social rejection, mindfulness can help your brain’s 

emotional centers become less automatically reactive. It can help you live 

more in the present moment and be more self-aware and self-accepting, 

so that you’re less caught up in negative stories and judgments, and so 

that rejection is less triggering.  

BB4K Positive Teens Page 
Empower, inspire and engage our teens this spring. 
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“The point is that the pleasures of spring are available to everybody, and cost 

nothing.” ― George Orwell  
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Easter Holiday What’s On Guide in 

Berkshire 

from Berkshire Mummies 

Spring cleaning: There is a connection between spring 

cleaning and your mental well-being.  

There’s something so satisfying about a deep clean and that 

purge of dust, dirt and clutter that inspires a sense of renewed 

energy. The great thing about spring cleaning—donating those 

old clothes, stacks of books and magazines, and whatever else 

you’ve got lying about—is that it’s an opportunity to create a new 

beginning for yourself. Even if it’s physical stuff you’re removing, 

imagine that you’re also getting rid of negativity, past regrets, and 

anything else that’s causing you a sense of mental clutter. 

Clearing out our rubbish raises our self-esteem and shifts our 

energy so we are open to change and are in a better space to 

move forward.  

PACT is running its Marathon in May challenge to 

raise money for all its services including BB4K. The 

challenge is to run, walk, cycle or wheel 26.2 miles in 

one month and you can take part as a team or a 

family. Everyone is welcome to join! Click below to 

find out more and support PACT this spring: 

To contact the BB4K team, 

please email us at 

BB4K@pactcharity.org or 

find out more about us 

here on our website: 

www.pactcharity.org/bb4k 
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